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existe_<!"
"\Vhat
0

Nietzsche (1974:111)
Having forsaken all reference to a metaphysics of Social
Anthropology as
a~ constituting a discrete discursive field, or
text, and, nore generally, upon releasing the general text
which is society from corresponding metaphysical determinants,
(onlY;:;> those material statements which
we are" left with (onlY;
intercourseo However, if all appeals to
constitute social intercourse.
in~ernaldynamics were
underlying determinant structures and in~ernaldynamics
to be so suspended, how shall we account for the emergence
of new discursive fields? Indeed, as an example of such,
we might note the relatively recent appearance of Social
Anthropology as a field of discourse in some ways separate
from the nineteenth century ethnographical and ethnological
di scourses from Which it might be said to have emerged.
eli
mich together
We repeat that the set of statements Which
constitute, and have constituted, the discursive field, the
text, of Social Anthropology, are not to be seen as constit
constituting a text on account of their common subject matter or
referent. Other discursive fields contain reference to a
number of these objects (see below). The point is made
here that there is nO set of objects, or concepts, solely
mich any statement is rendered particularly
by reference to Which
a re-statement
social anthropological. This acounts
w~ounts to are-statement
of the supremC'.cy
suprem~cy of the text;
adds up to a recognition of
the primacy of the material statements which together comprise
J .'
S:>cial Anthropology (see ref. to Paul de Mann, fn.
fn • .3
and by 'material' is meant 'supported' in the sense of
constituting and occupying a node (locus) within a network
of discursive relations (pace Foucault, 1972).
Neither is any suggestion being made that these material
state:nents constitute a discrete set of discursive elements.
statements
By which we 'nean that social anthropological discourse neither
as a function of an internal
emerged, nor is it maintained, asa
dynamic peculiar to itself. Rather, the discursive field
of Social Anthropology itself constitutes and occupies a
relations.·which
node within a whole network of discursive relations·which
together constitute that general text of the social; that
general text Which
which is at once the support of anthropological
pro~er object of its study.
discourse and the pro~er
Following Heidegger, our present enterprise might be
seen as the destruction (in the sense of 'de-structuring')
of the signified; the de":structuring
de~structuring of that Being, as a set
of classificatory features, by reference to which elements of
of'
language have been credited with
wi th a function of power, have
sign-ific~lto From Heidegger we note, also,
been regarded as sign-ific~lto
that metaphysical thinking has presupposed such a Being, and
recognise how subsequent investigations have combined to
disguise the active £otential of being behind several layers
of intelligibility and knowledge. But the con-struction
of these layers of information which have provided answers to
mat Being ~, and provided accounts for the
questions of What
fact ~ Being ~, has done no more than substitute an
exterrutl understanding of Being in place of an acknowledgement
of the active capacity of being,
being. i.e.
i.eo the fact that it is.
As a field of discourse dealing with a metaphysical subject
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gu~lty of such
'structuralist' guises, has been profoundly gu~lty
concealments.
But what is this active ~otential
potential which we claim
,
Social Anthropology conceals? It could be said that it is
that title itself - Sdcial Anthropology (capital letters and
all) - which, by attributing an ~~iori
~~iori substantiality to
itself (or to that whichi t signifie~ pre-disposes us to
assume that all the wri tings which we might recognise as
sqcial anthropological, we recognise as such to the extent
wi th, that existent
that they refer to, or are compatible with,
philo(Being) which is Social Anthropology. Unlike those philo
sophers arguing in the debate over the existence of God, we
cannot accept that Social Anthropology is that One which
contains its own reason for being; Its very essence being Its
0l1f.Il
nec essi ty.
,.
It has already been pointed out, however, that Social
An;thropology is evidenced only as text; as pen, pencil, or
ty:pe-,vrltten.
marks on paper
er"s , notepads, jou~nals,
joui-nals,
ty~e-,v.rittenmarks
paper.•. The pap
papers,
and books, are but evidence of an activity; they are evidence
ot,
of" but not signs of,. social anthropology. They are the
traces of work undertaken; they do not signify a Social
Anthropology situated elsewhere.
0i'ganic life-form, so effectively
An analogy with an 0iganic
used by a founding father
fathe!' 'of our work,
I'!ilhelm Von Humboldt, .
can perhaps help to elucidate this point. Regarding a living
organism (let us take as our example, a tree) as developing
through time, we can take these traces as evidencing this
,diagnosiS of the state of that
development, thereby enabling a ,diagnosis
inst~nce of those traces.
organism at the inst~nce
The organism
de.velops, producingnew--limbs, new branches, new growths;
all the while being in an ecological relationship with all
other features of its environment. To the extent that
orgnnism is essential for the continuance of this
this organism
environment, and having such compounded and fundamental
relations with all other
oth~r features, its development must
be regarded as a profound and intimate fWlction of the whole.
That these traces 'night be taken naively as enabling merely
a diagnosis of the state of the single organism is question
would. ['.mount
c,mount to a :brivialisation
trivialisation of <;>ur procedure, placing
unaccel')table limits on any diagnosis. '2;
'2,;
unacceptable
The traces of that activity which is social anthropology,
might enable an historian of academia to construct
a history
pistory of the development of Social Anthropology (or of
social anthropological thought) as a discrete and unitary
di~ciplinej but only at his peril.
di~cipline;
Rather, each statement
(t;race),
(t~ace), whether sentence-length or book, is to be seen as
occupying
rela tionsj a nexus of
ocbupying a locus of discursive relations;
linkages and connections, both intra- and inter-discursive
field, which constitutes the proper instance for that
particular discursive event (statement).
th~refore,
th~refore,

The Being of·Social Anthropology evidences itself in
the materiali
mat eriali ty of text. 3 • But do these material texis conceal
the Being of Social Anthropology? A disciJ21i~~ is Being at
ill unconcealment.
ullconcealment. The repose of Being is sometimes
rest in
defended by an appeal to those statements as the bearers of
Tr,uth. In such a fashion it is being emasculated; the
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Rn;tn~rtia. That inertia is the
resistance,' congeals as D'n;tnlSrtia.
resis1~"Ee~~~~7nr~do&¥ ~~¥ disciplines, discursive fields~
fields~
resis1~"Ee~~~~7nr~do&¥~~¥
and statements, do not exist a priori. They come into Being,
and this through the action of being (verb)." "Being' names
this 'tha.t' as the decisiveness of the insurrection against
nothingness." (Heidegger, 1973:I)
The considerable knowledge Which constitutes the inte1~
inte1~
1igibility
1igibi1ity of Being at once both obscures and evidences being.
Being congeals and becomes lost in the 'true', and. the Being
estabof those statenents which represent this truth become estab
lished authorities suppressing all insurrection. And this
after their Being is established by a similar insurrection.
The authority of Being thus represents a reactionary force.
This is the power of inertia, the resistance of the mechanisms
of the customary.
Having emerged through the activity of being, Being
itself becomes an object for study. This consti tutes the
field of metaphysics: the largely complementary analyses of
that a Being is. These analyses of Whatwhat a Being is and tha.t
what
studi es
and thatness represent synchronic and diachronic studies
ti ve1y •
respec tive1y

ness

Such investigations should occupy our time no longer.
with
We must learn to live wi.
th them and not allow ourselves to
investibecome concerned with them. The attraction of any investi
gation into Being is a function of theaccptanc e of. the
authority of Being. This authority is the guarantee of Truth
regarding the products of
of such investigations into Being.
As such a guarantor, Being might rest in the authority of
its own Truth. Concerning investigations into Being, it
has been possible for investigators arriving at different
analytical results to exchange arguments, to demonstrate
their validity, and 'to be right'. Such arguments over the
whatness and thatness of Being have been articulated in an~
arena oftheoreticism which we have since left., We are no
10mgerpreoccupied with such debates over our knowledge and
the intelligibility of this authoritative Being,regarding
all such 'knowledge' as obscuring the primitive force of
being; that process of becoming, of coming into Being.
pri'llithre
So that our concern lies rather with that very pri'l1itiYe
force of becoming. We must be careful.. to ensure that our
wri tings concerning this process of coming into Being are
not confused with those writings of the metaphysician, who
undertakes a diachronic survEU in order to account for the
fact that a 'Being' exists. The metaphysiciarls enquiry is
possible only having first accepted the authority of that
,That such an authority has been invested in Being,
Being. .That
formidable obstacle in our
might be seen to present the most formidable'
path. The problem can thus be stated: to the extent that
Being is attributed with actuality, as That wherein is
situated Authority as the Guarantor of Truth, to that same
extent is being denied its capacity for productive activity,
and as Being occupies the locus of inertia.
I~he activi
activity
''rhe
ty of the actual can be limited to the
oapaoity of producing a :r:-esistanoe.IIWhereao
:r:-esistanoe."Whereao we note ',the
actua.1 to be the completed actor product of an activity, by
'actual' we refer to that Being Which is constructed at/s a
node within
wi. thin the general text. Upon coming-into-Being, the
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actual (as a crystallistation of
prior activity) provides
o.fprior
a foundation for new beginnings; a material point.
point, of departure
for subsequent discursive developments.
We are able to outline a certain ambiguity in Heidegger's
''rhe activity of·
of, the actual can be limited to
state,nent that ''l'he
the capaci ty of producing a resistance". How can trie co~p
co~p
letedJ act, this end product of activity, which is Being (the
'actual' which has the 'thingness' of 'whatness' and 'thatness')
hOw can this co:npleted act be seen to exercise that activity
which Heidegger credits iitwi
t wi th?
''The capacity of ..producing
producing a resistance"; but a resistance
to what?
It was previously, if naively, suggested how Being is
a+located a role as arbiter 6f
of the truth of successive
statements. This we might take as the Authority of Being; as
that completed Being which operates as the external criterion
of validi ty for subsequent state!llentSj thereby providing a
securi
ty for the complacent.
security
In what other way might Heidegger'satatement be read?'
read?·
Does the use of the term 'resistance' necessitate such a
reac
ti ve reading?
reactive
Making reference to Edward Said's book, Beginnings,
Beginnings, we
note that for reasoilSof
reasonS of material Significance there is a
practical necessity to base each new beginning within the
actt of discursi
discursive
Being. Only as a correlate to
completed ac
veBeing.
the accepted materiality of the customary can each geeinningbe
l?ee;inning be
sald to ha¥@
-'",-,"itli its point of
ha.:v@ a nateli'ial.:'j;JoiI:tt
nateldal.:'j;JoiI:tt l"'of'·:departurc.
"'of'·:departurc. -",-,"itli
u1eparture
,is-..able'
£o'utilise
li1eparture secure; each subsequeptdevelopment
subsequep.tdevelO'pment ,is
",able' £'o'utilise
the energy ~li~ated
,the .c@apleted
~li~ated in,
in,·t-he
.c@a)?leted a6t~,.:seing
acrt'"?J!f<Seing by evoldng

aa res1fe~~c~er'f.i~ts
res~~~C~er'f.i~ts i~ '~~1-1t~enc~~67: 404)

.

'.

''l'hus
''rhus we perc ei ve forc e in reco gm
gni sing the tension,
the divided significance of any limiting
limi ting boundary:
as the e!lclosure
a hlomogeneous
epclosure of
ofa
momogeneous system of meaning
and as the point which necessarily incites the
transgression of that system.".
system.",
and again, in De la gramma.tologie
grammatologie

(1967:25)

'~ithin the enclosure itself, by means of indirect
'~ithin
and always perilous manoeu~es,risking
manoeu~es,risking constantly
a.
a, relapse back into what ones intends to deconstruct,
th a
our task is to encircle the critical concepts wi.
with
prudent and scrupulous discourse, to note the conditions,
the context, the limits of their effectiveness, to
indicate in a rigorous manner their adherence to the
mechanisms which they themselves will enable us to
'mechanisms
deconstruct. "

It 1N'Ould
W'Quld appear that for Said, and to a lesser (if more
obscure) degree, Derrida, the articulation and animation of
these uncircumscribed systems depends upon the intentions of
an author.
We should like Sai d to indicate more clearly whetherhia
central notion of 'intention' refers to an author's intention
to produce a foreseen end-product, or to an intention involving
the production of difference, with ,no concern as to the results.
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Does the author need to examine motives and intentions for
ting c~rtain
c~rtain resistanQes,
producing particular di fferences, e~ci Hng
perhaps unleashing.
unleashing certnin
certain destructue energJ.es?
energl.es? Or does .. '
responsi bili ty lie 'tIi thin discourse itself? We ne.ed only
the responsibili
toEnid
note that, contrary to
Enid Blyton,as caricatured by Joyce
Grenfell, books do not 'wri te themselves' ..
for Wai'd , rteverthelefjs.
rtever-thelefjs.
. It does not appear to be straight
straightforward,
Faye certainlYapp·ears
certainlYapp'ears to p~ee
p~ee the responsibilities
Jean-Pierre F'aye
(lang~ge-.l ..
(and blame) within the procedures of discourse (lang~ge-.l
,.
to'say
field). Witness what he has to
'say (?) .in
,in a passage taken .
from his monumental mO,nogra~hLangl1e;cs
mO,nogra~hLangl1e;c8 Totali
taires:
fromms
To talitaires:
"Actionfollows·bn,
"Actionfollows'on, is only possible within a
(~cha;1!E de lanEia,ge). The
'langUage field' (~cha;1!E
semantic structures create an empty but prepared spaqe,
which political action must fill; or they can seal
off other spaces of alternative political behaviour."
Reviewing Faye's book for the T.L.S.(5April 1974) an
un-named critic had this to say:
.,''What
!'What rational sense can be attached to the proposition
chaines'
that i t is 'the linked series of utterances' (les chaines·
de l' enonciation) which has constituted the 'locus'
(le lieu) in Which,in advance, the Nazi murders were
possible, justified, and accomplished?"
,Faye the limits of our political
It would appear that for ;Faye
action are established by the procedures of semantic structures
within a 'language field'. What we should like to know, if our
behaviour is so pre-determined, is what are the criteria to
which these semantic structures appeal in deciding which
'semantic spaces' to create and which to 'seal-off'. It
might well prove to be an instructive exercise to plot the
beginnings and subsequent development of that discursive
procedure Which
wi~hin
which created tiLe
the semantic space wi
t,hin which
"the Nazi murders were possible, justified, "and accomplished."
But BUen
specl;l.1ative as its
BUcn an academic exercise would be as speculative
arguments and associations would . be tenuou£.Like
tenuouSl. Like the,
the·
statistician who relates the state of the United Kingdom
'balance of payments' to the
tne average midnight temperature
investon the island of Huckle Flugga. What we would rather invest
igate are the control mechanisms,
mechanisms,· the several limitations on
the 'acceptability' of various beginnings; the procedures
whereby one potential development is selected and allowed
to create its semantic space, whereas other discursive act
acti vities
Borne way., di sallowed.
vi ties are, .in
.in some

Two
T.wo obvious and external criteria in re:ation
re::'ation to which a
selection can be accomplished are, the availability of
financiak backing, and the presence of physical opposition or
defence • In both cases it is the author with intention
who is to be encouraged .Jr otherwi se. But,
But. by that time the
ini tial selection has been made.
.
It seems as though from an infinite number of possible
beginnings the author has selected the one he has Selected.
s~lected.
Why'? We ll'light
n'light be lea into inquiring why the
the. beginning
selected by the author appeared to him 'more imperative'
than the others.
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(We recognise the importance of Derrida' s warning:
"Within the enclosure itself, by means of.indirect
andper:i.
ous maoo.cuvrc.s;
andper:L ......ous
maooct1vrc.s; risking cOE:.stan,tly
cO!lstan,tly a relapse
. back into what. one intends. to deconstruc!., •••• It).
T.his question is raised bacausc I· feel it' demonstrates, quite
adequately, the import of Derrida's warning, rather than that
it presents a substqntit;l.l problem •. In any discursive develop
developiuent which' aims at' the deconstruction .of. a previous language
inent
field it is re-emphasised
that . the beginnings of such a
re-emphasis~dthat.
development are given a 'naterial
gr<?und within the completed
~aterialg~und
act of disc'ursi ve Being; i. eo. "(W)i
n(W)i thin the' enclosure .itself";
wi thin the language field which is tir
til· object of that discursive
developm,en
2..t - oncctne ~ 00 ject of
developm.en t. But that lqng'J.a8efield.r"iS'·
lqng"J.a8efield.r-is· at
reconstruction and the means by which that deconstruction
deconstructionwill
will
truce pl.'Cce
pl~ceo
.
talce
0
(Derrida:
.' .
.
.
"••••
thecri
~
ourt-ask is to encircle the
cri tical concepts
(and) to indicate in a rigOroU2
rigorous manner their adherence
to the mechanisms which they themselves will. enable
to deconstruct
deconstruct... H )
".

00

Hence the risk of a relapse "back into what one intends to
deoonst:cuct".·
deoonstruct".· We 1'3hall
13hall observe how the imperative question
which .m.i.e;ht
expll3;!}?:_t2_on o.!.
mj.e;ht be answered only in the form of an expll3;!:-?:.t2-on
(~y. ~ne clis{~ur3iv8
CO [lsti tutes
clis{~ur3ive developl~erit
developl~erit rather than another cO.i"lsti
Ul,Vl tea) fiL1Ch DYlc'pportunl
DYlc'pportunl_ty
relapse.
. .
J.Il,Vl
ty for relapse..
QlJeDt-lC':l=:
Qucntic':l=: r'~lating
r'~lating to the origins of Beings tend to be
'answerod b:~, iii;:'),Wg
iii;:');Wg appeal to that (or those) ., eing (s) 1,.lhich
'e:x;isted l ;;.:r-;_or
;;.:rior to that Being under question. Thus appeal is
made to r;()nG8l,ts
r;()n':::8l,ts of causation and history; evidence is provided
in order to· F:':~uatethis
contemporary
Fi.:~uatethis Being (existent) as the contempo!'ary
represel1.tuti'Vi)
represel1.tuti·Vi) of an evolutionary or developmental process;
as the eff'li~~;
. . .ings (as caUse)
eff'li~~; of'
of·
caUse).~
. .

But £;[',0::'
assumpt;Lon.
6[-.0::' h qlJestions
qllestions are based upon the false assumpt;i.on.
that phellc·;-:;:'7:,'.{·,~_ogical
phellc·;-:;:',.:,'.{··~_ogical eyid~ce
e'yid~ce of Beinl£ is of the primitive
nature of FG::.r-i3:]
pri<.0r to that.:
that,:
FG:.r.i3,'] rath.er;· H is-pro:po~od thc".t
thc"..t pr~.0r
'cvillence
ty of BoinS.
BcinS. This
'cvi\lence of" being, there:is 'develOped 0. nocessi
nocessity
neGlessity isreflerred to as -the ground of'
of Being. HencQ",~ilmitz:
ne<3essity
HencQ"'~ilmitz:
"Thus every possible being can be said to strive to erist
eri-st .. "
Our question regard ,ng
.ng the. 'selection 'out of possible
discursi
ve develop:rnents,.
discursive
develop~ents, now becomes directed towards the
distinction between 'possibility' and 'necessity'. Why, from
amongst the 'possibles' is one seen as 'necessary'; as
representing the 'impernti
veness of the structure'? In this
'imperativeness
we detect an echo of Foucault's criticism of linguistics; that
having accepted a notion of e.g. gran'natical
gran'uatical competence, of
an infinite number of immanent well-formed strings, no account
is offered, nor as yet demanded, of why aJJ.y
eJJ.y one'of these
strings should be 'realised', should break through the 'thres;..;
'thres~
hold of rna
teriali ty', ratherMy' other -strillg. l~ppd5.J:s· to
materiality',
rathe~ thc,11.
th~"UQy·other-strttlg.bppd~ls.to
contexts will·)r.tot
sub-langi:12..gGl, the
will')l':Iot he!1p
he:hp a.s ,.this
..this SiLlPly iL1plies a sub-langi:12..ge,
grar.-..rlnr
grar.-..nD.r fG}I'v{hioh
fGli'vihioh retains a smaller, yet still inf'ini.te,competence.
As a genernli
ty we are nble to state that the 'necessity'
generality
Being(s)) is 'generated',
of Being (along with the possibility of Being(s»
rather, 'developed', by the activity of being, prior to the
evidence of Being presented to the philosophical subject. And
it is in this sense that we understand the concept of materiality.
materirility.
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pr;el3upposf.1snnteriality) is an articulation
A 15tatement(which
byiis: oop.tempop.....
of the ground.,Th,at' ground is constitl,lted, bY;;lS:
"
r,~lat:i,ons whicb. ar'e
produced,by,
aneous with"th.ose r,E;llat:i,ons
a;r'e produced,
by, the<.artipu- ,
·Th~s,tat'ement '.
lationof tha:tc;:statement
tha:lk':i:hatement in itl3 mate:ria;Li ty. ·Th~s.tat'ement,
',,
does not ...,fiii~prewred
fiii~prewred space, nei ther does i t represent <,the
upc:m'<an areanUade. fit before~:
before~:
construction of a 'mat~rial edifiqe upc:m
<J,ifferfrom Faye.
Fa-ye. "
hand. In this we might ,be seen to <lifferfrom
Yet·we note that Faye claim~
claim~ th~t{t
th~t{t is the i semantic'
Yet:we
structures' Which db
do the selection arid this is' certainly
keeping:~"rl.ththe general theme orthisthehl,s.'
'l1ore in keeping:~1rrl.ththe
orthistheS1,s.' lt
ia as though our category' 'discourse' is; in some as.
as, yet '
obsure fashio"'~1i
fashio"'~1i ts owh'criterion
own 'criterion of d:ev~loi>mental
d:ev~loi>mental selection;
"that within
wi thin 'the; 'general.'- text' mechanisms operate Which,
,'
in th5i.r own particular instance appear to" exercise a power
of veto and engenp.er
engenp,er ::lome
Elome function of necessi ty" .. Sucha
discourse is a process without criteria. We hear Foucault,
admonishing us to consider only those statements which have
been articulated in their.,mate:rial instance.
instance.. Foucault,'s
Foucault.'s
admoni tionmight be contra,s,ted
contra,l3ted with, Hei<;legger
Heidegger (1973:40)
il:rpo'ssibi~ previouf?lydete~nes
previouf?lydete~nes what is,real":and
"What is'P01'lsibi~
11 soon they let thi s 6rigihbecomecorilpletely forgottenll~'"
forgotten"~'"
II
'acceptNo effort must be wasted on determining which other 'accept
able' statements
statE}ments might ~ve been articulated., Our, concern is
wi th
th..sta,temeI\ltsand.
sta,temeI\lts and, in,u"sing
in,u."sing "this
,this term "we assume
p,ssume tIla;teriali
ma;teriali ty.
N
ei the,r
will ~ it, be ()fvalue
()fVlllue tOProvide~
tOPI'9vide~ explanati9n,nor,
explanati9n, nor ,gi
ve
Nei
the.rwil~~it,
give
art:f.p1.J.lated!, ra,t.b.er than other
reason, why one statement was art:f.plJ-lated!'
apparen tiypossi ble"
ble,. and what 1r.Ould
1t.Ould appear·,
apparentlypossi
appear" equally probable'
anbi.vest:i,gation would place us back in
statements. Such aninvest:i,gation
metaphYf3ics 'N.hich
'#.hi ch ~as -QQncernE;jd
«QncernE;jd wi tn the pro
prothat 'area ,of metaphYs,ics
thatness.Tp,e fundamental
f-undamental
visionof accounts of,whatnessand thatness.Tne
writ:i;nglil"can: thus ,be aemonstrated
importance of
of Heidegger's
Heidegger1s writ:i;ngt;l«can.
demonstrated
writings.of
c<;mtemporary critics such as
in the subsequE1nt
subsequ~nt writings
,of c9ntemporary
Derrida,'Fotlcatilt, . Faye~andSCli4.'
Faye~imdSCli4. .
Derrida,'Fb'licauit,
. " .' "."
, ' ,.'

perl;la.p~;s~inmaris~ by sayingtfult' Being is the
. W~ can perJ;1a.p~;s~inmarisEil
tivi 1(y O;f'b
O;f' b ecoming"",in
to "-Being.This
"-Being .Thi s
c ry-staUi ~a ti ono f, ,the, !;tc
@,ctivi1(y
ecoming-c'into
,whether"w~refer:to the ,Being of a state
stateis 'equally the case ,whether"w~refer:to
lIent,or't9
theJ3eingof$l'academiq discipline~,
discipline~. We note
ment,br'tl? theBeingofWJ.'academiq
of,.'becoming' is
is'thepropet.sense
further, that ~he activity of,'becoming'
'the pro pet ,sense
'being'~'" Th(jl completed act which is Being presents
of the vero 'being'~'"
te]:'nl. It can assUme an
a resistance :!.J:l,'\
:t.J:l.Cl two senses
senses, of the te;rm..
Authority-of-:8~ing (what is actual) regarded by some as the
AuthoritY-Qf-:8~ing
guarantor of Truth"
Trutli" ,In this i tinvites complacency and
self,:,:;3atisf~ctionto. those who see themselves as in possession
self,:,satisf~ctionto,
of the Truth.' Yet it also provides that essential point'oi'
wh~chpr;ovides a gro,und
departure; that material resistance wh~chpr;ovides
new, a,ctivi ties of, :being.,
.being., ,
(Ur-grund) for, new beginnings, for, new
c

If one were to credit discourse with an internal dynamic;'
regard it as exemplifying an 'organic' ,as oppo,sedtoan
opposed to an
imposed 'technical', or analytio t form
form!t then by analogy "
exten,ttbat .'society'is
dep en dcnt
(or to the exten,ttnat
,'society'is a variable, dependent
as. a free.
free, variable)
variable),t society must be recognised
upon discourse as,
, dynamic. Humbo 10.t arid Hai
Hei degger 0'0
as containing its, own ,dynamic.
b'o th
appear to :i:dentifythe site of this linguistic (sc.'discursive)
activity as the functioning of several declensions, in the
standard.
senBe of aa, fallingawa:y from a .,standard.
!

Yet by 'standard'there is no wish to imply a ref~rence
to some normative state situated in either a mythical or an
theoreticru. category of 'language'.
historic past; nor yet to any theoreticnl
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by 'standard' I refer to an idealised state of affairs within
discursi ve development; any s,rnchrony
synchrony (pace Saussure); any
discursive
a~
idealised stage represented by the relative positions of the
pieces in Saussure's chess board analogy. However, contrary
to Saussure, we propose that the 'value' (valeur) of any
piece depends on the possible positions which that piece
might occupy at its next move, and the state of the 'board
which such a move might anticipate.
anticipateo Not that the state of
the board at any moment in the game is a notion which might
Such anidmlised
anidealised 'state' we might take as·
as
be ignored. .Such
representing'that 'norm' ,or 'standard', which. both Humboldt
I:ieidegger declared constitutes that from, which these
~d I:Ieidegger
various declensions originate. Yet to. accept this would
constitute a compromise.
Again we recognise the true magnitude of Derrida's
warning: .
"Wi thin the enclosure itself , by means of indirect
manoeuvre~lrisking constantly
constahtly a relapse
and perilous manoeuvre~lrisking
back into what one intE.uds to deconstruct •••• "
(1967:25)
(It is as though the whole weight of argtimentconspires to
urge Us to take that prior theoretical category of 'language'
as the normative, or standard, from which actual articulated
constantly be in
in·
linguistic performance deviates; we shall constantly
danger of reverting back to that security offered to the
complacent; for ever aWare that that same Being which provides
the necessary resistance to any departure will also provide
both relief and accolade for those faint-hearted who either
choose or are deceived into reposing in Truth's authority.)
Within linguistic studies, ~ince
~ince Saussure, the distinction
between la langue and la parole is generally accepted as being
of the very nature of the object of linguistic study,viz.
language. Coinciding
COinciding with the acceptance of such a distinction
has been the demand ,to
'to regard la langue as the proper object
of linguistic enquiry. Yet historical studies have tended to
focus upon phonological matters,
mattera, which, alongside both semantic
and syntactic investigations, have been largely restricted
to the comparison of two or more stages of development.
Evidence for such development is gained upon a consideration'
consi~eration'
of recorded linguistic performance, i.e. at the 'level' of
la parole. There is no contradiction here, and it is necessary
to demonstrate such.
The distinction between la langue
langge and 10.
la parole is no
more than a statement regarding the 'form' of any natural
language.
langUage.
It is a statement which is:
" ••• in itself independent of any experience. In
itself, it says nothing at all about the possibility
of its application and relation to experimental data.
It.includes no existence postulate. It constitutes
what has been called a purely deductive system, in
the sense that it may be used alone to compute the
possibilities that follow from its premises."
(Hjelmelev, L:1953:8)
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This distinction, between 1a
la langue and la parole, consists
of the fewest and most general premises. In many ways it
might be said to correspond to Chomsky's distinction between
~rfOrmance! In that such a linguistic theory
competence and ~rfOrmance!
need make no reference to recorded linguistic performance there
is good reason to suppose that any such linguistic theory is
arbitrary. (ibid.1953:8)
(ibid$1953:8) Similarly Chomsky proposes a
linguistic theory based only on such formal assumptions
as he feels are necessary for the construction of an adequeate
gran'nar for any natural language
language$•.. Contrary to the arbi ttrariness of both Saussure's and Chomsky's linguistic theorYl
theory!
a gra'1rlar
gra'1nar (which is a theory of a particular language) must'
appropriate,i.e$ it must provide a sufficient account of:
be appropriate,i.e.
"all and only those utterances \>Jh±ch
l.>Ih±ch a competent native
speaker would recognise as being grammatically well-formed".
lJfany
Many grammars
gra~nars might be constructed, and be suffidiently
justified to the extend that they account for, not only those
recorded sa'''1ple
(la parole), but aleo
a160
sa~ple data of performance
performance(la
the competent native spe~er's
spe~er's intuition of well-formedness
(la langue - competence)
"In this sense, the grammar is justified on external
grounds, on grounds of correspondence to linguistic
fact."
(Chomsky, 1965:27)
It is precisely in the matter of principles,of those
'fewest and most general premises';to the extent that a
grammar, a~ a theory of a particular language, is based
upon those
those''formal
formal assumptions', that a grammar is said to
be justified on internal grounds. A grammar which is
justified on internal grounds must demonstrate its own
possibility as reflecting or as deducible from those
fundamental premisrewhich
premisffiwhich constitute a linguistic theory.
It should not be necessary to point out that linguistic
theories" such as proposed by Saussure and Chomsky, which
make statements regarding the nature of the object under
investigation, and which are situated 'out of time', are
ti~eless.
It may not be so widely accepted that in theories
ti~eless.
of language such as c0 nposed by Saussure and Chomsky respect-·
ively, the categories of la langue and competence, are
similarly ahistoric.
ahistoric$ This point was made by Hjelmslev:
1

liThe calculation permits the prediction of possibilities,
but says nothing about their realisation."
(Hjelmslev, 1953:9)
and has been articulated more recently by Ardener:
"Such
IISuch models are in themselves 'timeless', or neutral
achronic."
in regard to time - achronic
.. "
(Ardener, 197 1 :210)
So that, in no way, CQuld it be said that la rarole (performance)
is but an element, or example, of la langue
competence).6
competence)o6
La langue (competence)comprises those lexical items, the set
of !'Ules allOWing
alloWing for their various combinations, and a
device 1Nllich
1Nhich will enable a ,semantic
semantic and phonetic representation
of such combinations to be realised. La parole (performance)
on the other hand, is. precisely those realised ';representations..
';representations ..
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To suggest, therefore, that a contradiction pertains between
la langue and linguistic performance (la parole), evinces a
misapprehension. La langue (co>npetence )and la. parole (per
(performance) are of a different order and thus not comparable
iA this fashion; the one is abstract and ate'nporal,
ate~poral, the
other is recordable as an event in an historical instance;
on the one hand we might refer to a purely theoretical
'theoretical
IIsystematic,
systematic , on the other hand we are confronted with a
material, and hence, significant object. We must also bear
in
in mind that statements which either constitutelinguistic
theories, or comment upon the same, are situated within
the category la parole. We would feel more justified in
situating the origin of the category la langue within
la parole, than we would in seeking the grammatical
'history' of la parole within la langue
The acceptance of la langue as the proper object of
linguistic enquiry, and the.necessity of considering la
parole when undertaking historico-comparativestudies-,-does
not constitute any contradition
•. Such assumptions and
contradition•.
procudures do raise various obstacles however,and·, sub
subsequently, these must be addressed. But the claim that there
was a contradiction at issue here is discredited
di scredi ted and we must
conclude this aside and return to our main
~ain argument.
It will be remembered that we left unsolved those
problens
proble~s relating to the selection of particular discursive
di scur si ve
develop'!1ents fro'(l
fro'(1 a'nongst the plethora of possibilities.
But to address ourselves to thisprobelmatic
thisprobeLnatic would be to
surrender our effort, and to enjoy the satisfaction
satisf~ction and
compacency proper to those engaged in providing account of
the
th~ .netaphysical . history of Being. Corresponding to our
deqision
deoision to consider only material statements,? we must
neqessarily abandon those enquiries which aim to demonstrate
wh&t 'might have been said' in their place.
With the recent nullifying of the apparent contradiction
engendered between the categories': of la parole and l~ langue,
our criticisms of Linguistics might be situated
situ~ted more specifically.
Providing account
accQunt of a purely theoretical and ahistorical
sy~tematic
sy~tematic will, in no way, provide detail of the emergence
of·
a statement in that material instance proper to
to' it.
ofa
Working within the boundaries set by such a timeless automaton,
it is surely impossible to provide adequate account as to
hO\:l its ~ phenomenal existen~e,
exi.sten~e, and those theoretical
categories proper to itself, came to emerge at that historical
conjuncture at which it did.
A claim is made that discourse is the essential process
of becoming-into-Being; that this process is the very nature/'
nature./'
of discourse. It has been proposed, however, that any
discursive development requires a material point-of-departure
in the Authority-of-Being. There appears to be yet another
paradox here. If the essential nature of discourse is that
of becoming -into-Being, where' then is that Being which
provides that point-of-departure, '>Thich
which is to be regarded as a
function of the trace left by that discursive activit~
activit~
We propose that discourse is the very activity of producing
prOducing
those traces which evidence that activityo
activity. There can be no
discourseexcept it leaveD a trace'.
trace,. (It ia theelucidatiol1
of such traces in the subconscious, that constitutes the
proble natic of psychoanalysis. For example, see Derrida:
proble'natic
'Freud and the scene of writing'. In Y.F.S.) An 'understanding'
1
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Being from which that development will proceed. The activity
of writing, for example, is thus a constant-moving-away-from
-Being; an articulation, which we regard as the corollary ot
the production ofa trace, might be described as the attempt
to escape that Being, which congeals immediately behind that
activi ty. This constitutes a resistance, a tension, between
activity.
becoming-intothe articulation (speaking or writing) and the becoming-into
Being. Like Lot's wife, a suspension of activity and a
retrospective glance in search of verification, will pre
precipitatea collapse of that tension which is the essential
characteristic of that activity which is discourse, and will
Characteristic
precipitate
precipi
tate a calcification of that activity into Being.
NOTES.
1.
By' founding father' we simply refer to the one who
occupied the site at which the development of being (verb)
overcomes the resistance offered by the boundaries of that
(noun)o The impetus of the activity of being event
eventBeing (noun).
ually necessitates, and so constitutes, an insurrection
agaiilet the Authority' of Being. This insurrection
insurr'ection is
agaihet
energised from within that Being which it displaces.
Insti
tutions have the
V:le essential function of maintaining the
Institutions
fo~nation.
Being of a discursive fo~nation.
Thus, no reference is made,
nor implied, to any category of 'creative subject' or 'genius'.
2.
A reference to homeopathic medicine. Contemporary
medicine is concerned only to suppress individual symptoms,
whereas the homeopathic practitioner considers the state of
oi
affairs of the patient as a Whole.

3. Paul de Hann
Mann has this to say about history, a subject
which we recognise as having much in common with social anth
anthro~~~.
.
ro~~~.
'~o become good literary historians, we must remember
"To
that what we usually call literary history has little or
nothing to do' with literature and that what we call literary
interpretation - provided only it is good interpretation is in fact literary history. If we extend this notion beyopd
literature, it merely confirms that the bases of historical
knowledge are not empirical facts but written texts, even
orrevolutionse"
if these texts masquerade in the guise of wars or
revolutions. "
Paul de Hann;'
Mann;' Li terary hi story and
literary modernity.
'In Daedalus:
modernity.'In
Theory in Humanistic Studies. 1970.

4. Marxists
Harxists have no difficulty in providing such accounts.
For ex.3.mple:
ex..3.mple:11\1)t is clearly necessary to think the history of
discursive events as structured by material relations embody
embodying themselves in institutions."
Dominique Lecourt: Marxism
Harxism and
~istomo1:~~;
~istom01:~~; 1975:195.
5.
There is, however, at least one major sense in which
Chomsky's competence:performance couple differs from that of
Saussure1s la langue : la parole distinction. This difference
Saussure's
evinces the historicity of the respective theories. Working
within the volkgeist of late 19th.-early 20th. century Fr.ance,
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Saussure situated la langue in le consentement collectif,
Le. as a social fact. Chomsky, in an increasingly liberal,
Post-War America, proposes that competence i~ a function of
the individual's bio-chemical constitution.
6.
It is worthy of note, however,tha t any theory of language
(which is a theory of la langue, or competence) must be founded.
upon an initial 90nsiderationoflinguistic
90nsideration .oflinguistic performance.
Thus, as a footnote to p.14 in·
Syntactic Structures, Chomsky
inSyntaetic
wr~tes:
wr~tes: 'Votice that to meet the aims of grammar, ••• , it is
sufficie.nt
sentences ••••
suffici~nt to have a partial knowledge of the sentences••••
of the language, since a linguistic theory will state the
relation between the set of observed sentences "and the set
of grammatical sentences; i~e.
i~e. it will define 'grammatical
sentence' in terms of 'observed sentence,' certain prop
properties of observed sentences, and certain properties of gra~nars.
grammars.
To use Quine's formulation, a linguistic theory will give a
general explanation for what 'could' be in language on the
basis of 'what is plus simplicity of the laws whereby we
describe and extrapo1ate what is'. (W.V.Quine, 1953:54)"
Thus it can be argued that Chomsky offers
offers· us a 'performance'
model, but of an extended type.
7.
The qualification 'material' is here redundant, as by
'statement' we assume materiality.
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